
Customer Profile 

MWU Curioni of Barry Wehmiller Group goes in live 

with INFOR XA release 9.

 

 

 

Product: Infor XA 

Industry: Manufacturing & Distribution 

Country: Italy 

 

Twingroup Global Solutions, Infor 

Partner and World Class ERP software 

supplier, announced that MWU CURIONI 

went in live with Infor XA on October 1, 

2014. MWU CURIONI is a company of 

the American BARRY WEHMILLER group 

and it takes part of the BW 

PAPERSYSTEMS division.  

The BW PaperSystems Division of the 

American  Barry Wehmiller group is an 

international market leader in high-

speed corrugating, finishing and sheeting 

machinery for  the corrugated box and 

paper converting industries.  MWU 

Curioni is specialized in machines for 

making and printing paper boxes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT CURIONI 

Founded by M. Emilio Curioni in 1925, the company 

started with manufacturing wooden boxes. Nowadays it 

projects, creates, distributes and supports machines for 

making and printing paper boxes. Curioni has been 

acquired in 2011 by BW Papersystems, an American 

company of the Barry Wehmiller group. Today the 

company, named MWU CURIONI, is situated in 

Galgagnano (LO) and its headquarter covers an area of 20 

000 mq.  

With the Curioni take-over and its integration in BW 

Papersystems, the American Barry Wehmiller group 

reinforced its presence in Europe, gained an excellent 

operative center in Italy and acquired a more competitive 

portfolio.   

Go to MWU CURIONI web site: www.curioni.it  

MIGRATION PROJECT FROM SAP BUSINESS ONE TO 

INFOR XA 

The MWU Curioni and the BW Papersystems 

managements decided to conform to standard processes, 

integrated with the other companies of the Barry 

Wehmiller group, based on INFOR XA.  

The INFOR XA project has been an opportunity to improve 

company processes. Previously Curioni had SAP Business 

One for the financial and sales area and PPS One for the 

production management. The project lasted 12 months 

and went in live on October 1, 2014, in conjunction with 

the beginning of the fiscal year, for all areas: 

manufacturing, distribution, finance and Italian 

localization. 

 

http://www.curioni.it/


ABOUT TWINGROUP  
TwinGroup is a "World Class" solutions company. Its solutions are International ERP (Infor XA for  
discrete, Infor LX for food & beverage and Infor M3 for fashion), M.E.S, Supply Chain Management,  
Cloud Services and Mobile App. Twingroup is a Channel Partner Infor and a Master Distributor  
Catavolt. Besides ERP projects, it offers in cloud services to extend enterprise data on mobile app (IOS,  
Android, Blackberry).  
 

 “This project is the second ‘’Go in Live’’ of Infor XA we realized for 

the Barry Wehmiller group in Italy. Previously we were hide to realize 

a similar project in PCMC of Lucca. Together with BW Papersystem 

we have established a partnership for a Social Business Collaboration 

project in PCMC and Curioni (Infor Ming.le) and for the Infor XA 

implementation in other companies acquired by the group”. 

Gherardo Maspero (Managing Partner Twingroup). 

“The project appeared rather complex, since it was a migration from 

a completely different system from the point of view of hardware 

infrastructure and from the functional point of view. Thanks to the 

close cooperation between Twingroup and the MWU Curioni team, 

we achieved our goals of adaptation to the group standard processes 

without any particular problems”, 

Riccardo Ciambrone (CFO MWU Curioni). 

PROJECT RESULTS 

The migration to Infor XA ERP has been a successful project both for 

MWU Curioni and Twingroup team. The company was able to adapt 

to standard processes, integrated with other companies of BW 

Papersystems based on INFOR XA. It has been an opportunity to 

improve enterprise processes and to conform to the American 

reality.  

“The Infor XA implementation has been an important step to the 

complete integration of MWU Curioni in the BW PaperSystems 

division. The use of a standard procedures product will allow us to 

have an easier exchange of technical, commercial and productive 

information with the American division reality, achieving a bigger 

global efficiency and serving our customer more quickly”.  

Alessandro Zanardi (AD MWU Curioni)  

 


